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Yesterday, I read an opinion post by a writer from IGN titled “Video Games Are Becoming A Service, And That’s Alright.”
(http://me.ign.com/en/xbox-one-gaming-hardware-xbox-one/117040/feature/opinion-video-games-are-becoming-a-service-and-tha) Normally I
let opinion pieces remain opinion pieces, but I felt compelled to response to this one in full. Partially it was due to the slightly antagonistic title,
but more because it is not often that the video game industry forces us to ask questions about itself like this. Sure, there are games that in and
of themselves force us to look at some moral or ethical dilemma, such as Spec Ops: The Line or the Bioshock series, but very rarely does the
medium ask us questions that we can’t quite answer – or if we can answer them, the answers are troubling enough to discuss in full. One such
example is the discussions surrounding DRM back in 2010. Always-on DRM prohibited access to Ubisoft games and sparked a violent backlash
about the severity of video game DRM. Where does protecting one’s copyrighted product go too far as to restrict the availability of the product?
Can it go too far? If it does, what happens? The answer to those questions were, in order: “when you can’t play the game because of the
restrictions”, “just ask SimCity”, and, once again, “just ask SimCity”.
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A similar thing is happening right now, as Jason Joseph, author of the original article, has noticed. There has been a rise of games releasing as a
staggered release of content; Hitman is planning to releasing its content in monthly blocks, Street Fighter V has dropped with big plans to
implement a single-player story mode and more characters and stages, and Nintendo, in a strange adjustment from its old-school mantras,
released free content for Splatoon at a regular pace, keeping the game relevant and exciting for its players. This method has certainly worked for
many developers, Telltale Games being the major publisher that can commit to this formula consistently. But the question on everyone’s mind
seem to be thus: are video games better as a staggered release? Is there some merit to segmenting a game into parts for separate, timed
releases? Could video games be services in and of themselves?

This is a deep question with massive ramifications for how developers make games and how publishers distribute them, so it must begin with
definitions. What is a good, and what is a service? A good is a physical, tangible object that you own: in this case, if you own a physical copy of
that game, you own that game. With digital distribution methods, you own a license to download and play that game at your leisure, provided
you don’t aggravate the provider of said content. The end game is that, for all intents and purposes, the use of that product is owned by you. A
service is the opposite: it is intangible and unquantifiable, influenced by time and availability of the service provider. At the core of a service,
however, is ownership. A good is something you can own. A service has no transferal of ownership. You can’t own a service in the same way you
own a good: only that the service can act for you for a certain amount of time before expiring and returning to something that can be re-
purchased.

This question of ownership puts a bee in everyone’s bonnet, mostly because these are things that we spend hard earned money on. One would
assume, understandably, that if you pay money for a video game, you own it. Alas, in the current landscape of video games, it is not quite that
clear cut. In the case of Steam, Valve’s Subscriber Agreement document explicitly states that “[Steam’s] Content and Services are licensed, not
sold. Your license confers no title or ownership in the Content and Services”, even stating further in the document that “all title, ownership rights
and intellectual property rights in and to the Content and Services and any and all copies thereof, are owned by Valve and/or its or its affiliates’
licensors”. What this means is that your Steam library, and the codes within, are licenses to play the games, and not direct ownership of the
games themselves. If you look at anything digitally distributed, you will see similar clauses in their legal documentation. If it is provided digitally,
you personally do not own the game: rather, you have a key to the communal game-dispensing machine, which you can use to take a game that
you own.
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The notion that you don’t actually own any of the games you play digitally is disturbing to think about. There are a myriad of things that can go
wrong on the digital landscape that can put your Steam library, or any of your digital copies of games, at risk. One would imagine that physical
games circumvent this problem, but in recent years, even the physical copies of the games come with codes that require online authentication. It
is certainly a better option to buy a physical copy of the game, because it is literally a disc of data that you own, that can be played in the future
independent of the rise and fall of any digital distribution model. That is certainly the ideal situation, and I still have stacks of video games that I
can play at the drop of a hat that are completely independent of any service currently available. At present, however, the notion of physical
copies comes with the caveat of a potentially unfinished, Version 1.0 copy of the game that is not fit for immediate play, either by
incompleteness of the game’s content or through day one DLC that fixes any game-breaking bugs that one may encounter. This is a result of
pressures in release schedules, and using the time between the game being pushed to go gold and the ensuing release date to iron out any
kinks in the system before show time. The day one patch is something I do support, because it allows for the developer to fix things they would
otherwise have no time to do, but it does throw a spanner into the notion of physical copies that are in an ideal state to play from beginning to
end from their day of release.

Another point to mention is the “completeness” of a game. Gone are the days when the release of a game was the end point of a developer’s
affiliation with the product. Nowadays, there is arguably as much work put in after the release of a game in terms of support, bug-patching and
content creation as there is before it hits the shelves. We consider these games “incomplete” because they do not have all of the content
promised before they are released, but is that the case? What is complete? To explain, we need to compare games with two varying states of
completeness by the same publisher: specifically, Capcom and the difference between Street Fighter V and Asura’s Wrath. Both have DLC that are
considered instrumental to the playing of the game: Street Fighter V is holding a story mode and extra characters, while Asura’s Wrath holds on to
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another five chapters of the game. Looking at them both from what they do, it is clear that, while Street Fighter V’s situation is not ideal, and
certainly not entirely consumer friendly, it is a complete fighting game experience. You can go online and play against people competitively, and
enjoy the game as a full product from the get-go, with the extra content enhancing the experience. Asura’s Wrath, on the other hand, locks the
final five chapters of the story behind a pay wall, preventing you from completing the game’s goal – a narrative driven experience – without
having to throw more money at Capcom.
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The offering of these services, and how they influence the finished product of a game, are instrumental to the consideration of offering video
games as a service, rather than a good. Ultimately, the faith is placed in the hands of the publishers to decide what content can be marketed as
DLC and what needs to be added or cut from the main game in order to suit the ebb and flow of the video game marketplace. The phrase
“putting faith in publishers” is something that makes many people shudder in their boots, and rightly so: publishers, above all else, are
concerned about money and its transferal to and from their coffers. If the publishers can segment their game into chunks and charge a smaller
amount for each individual part, they will, and they will make sure that those components cost more than the sum of their parts in one individual
package. We are perhaps led to believe that the segmented release schedule will allow their game to stay relevant, or that this shift will help
developers and allow them more time to make content for games. The first holds some merit. We are in a fast-moving video game landscape,
and games that are in favor will be in favor briefly unless they blow the panties off people or, more likely, they push themselves to the forefront
to stay relevant with constant content. The second, however, is a bald-faced lie.

With all this being said, I have said it in the past, and I stand by my sentiment now: a model that dis-empowers the consumer and only profits the
people making the money is a harmful system, and is not a system we should keep. The idea of Playstation Plus and Xbox Live Games For Gold
seem reasonable and slightly too good to be true until you realize that you are locked in a cycle of paying a subscription for your game library.
Granted, these games are much cheaper than if you were to buy them individually, and will save you money in the long run. The catch is that the
moment you cancel that subscription, every single one of your games goes with it. That list of Playstation games you’ve been meaning to play
with PS Plus? Gone. Get one too many complaints on Steam? Goodbye to hundreds of dollars of games. This is where a storefront like GOG
becomes a beacon of hope. Its success as an alternative store front that offers games to consumers without DRM is an amazing step towards
allowing consumers to have some control over the games they own. The fact that it has survived is the antithesis of publishers forcing ridiculous
levels of DRM to prevent players from playing their products in any other capacity other than the ones they provide, while maintaining full
ownership of the product that can be yanked away at any time, for any reason.
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Video games as a medium cannot be turned into a catch-all system of services. Individual games need to have the opportunity to stand on their
own merits, and consumers deserve the right to actually own what they pay for. It is a dire turn of events when things like Steam are so
commonplace that the implications of the actual ownership of these things is blurred. It seems futile to argue against the system when it is so
deeply entrenched in the shift towards digital distribution as the only means of accessing games, and some of the stuff I mentioned do have an
air of resistance to them. That being said, it is always important to know where we stand as consumers, and what rights we have in this
landscape. Should video games continue on this trend, and become more and more service-based as opposed to offering us products we can
keep and cherish for years, we may never actually own a video game again. The service could simply pack up shop and leave, your games firmly
in its suitcase, never to be seen again; that is a thought that every single video game player should, and must be, absolutely petrified by.
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